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Additional resources
THE VOCES8 APP
Encourage your students to make the VOCES8 Method their
own. Build your own performances using the fully interactive
app. Available from www.greshamcentre.com.

TRAINING SESSIONS
Led by members of VOCES8 and workshop training leaders
from Voces Cantabiles Music, either at our education centre in
central London or at your school. Contact paul@voces8.com
for further information.
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Introduction
A new start to the school day
Based on a research paper from the Institute of Education, The VOCES8
Method exists to have a positive impact on how students learn.
The Method will better prepare students for their school day and develop
key learning skills which will have a conscious and sub-conscious effect
on their academic learning process.
The primary aim of The VOCES8 Method is the search for improved
academic results for pupils across the whole school in the spheres of
numeracy, literacy and linguistics.
"                 $ 
   ( ) (  (  (    %(
and creative thinking.
This method has been developed with the aid of a research paper by
Susan Hallam from the Institute of Education in London and seven years
of practical testing by Paul Smith in a variety of academic settings globally.
"       *  +/
the USA in 2012–13.
"9<=>#       )
   ?       %  
This Method provides a simple tool that has universal application and
limitless opportunities for growth.
The 8 Voices Method... The VOCES8 Method. Designed by Paul Smith,
founder of VOCES8.
This course provides a simple learning tool with eight stages of development
for schools to work through.
To run this course, you could use:
8 minutes for a full school assembly (or class) each week
1 trained leader
7 assistants (maximum)
8 microphones
1 PA
An open mind
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Instructions
• Set the stage while the hall is empty with one chair and one microphone
on a stand.
• When ready to start, walk onto the stage and sit down with the microphone.
• Welcome everyone in a way that requires a response.
• Outline the following instructions:

1. If I do this (move your ﬁnger in a circular
motion), that means keep going.

2. If I do this (move your hand from low to high)
that means get louder.

3. If I do this (move your hand from high to low),
that means get quieter.

4. If I do this (clench your ﬁst) that means stop.

• These are the only physical instructions you will need to give.
• Make sure that any instruction you give is clear, visible, and as
large as you can make it.
• Say ‘copy me’. Pause. Begin.

Use this code to watch a video demonstration of these instructions
7
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1 Introduction
and
leading
into
pop
rhythm

BODY POSITION
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YOU:
THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

1, 2, 3, 4 (counting the numbers on one hand).
They copy you.
Repeat twice (counting the numbers on one hand the ﬁrst time and
on two hands the second time).
They copy you.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Do this three times (counting numbers on one hand, then two).

THEM:
YOU:

They copy you.
1, 2... 4, 5
Do this three times missing out different numbers each time (and doing
the same with one and then two hands).

THEM:

They copy you.
Introducing physical actions (movements happen with a rhythmic beat):

YOU (still speaking numbers):

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:

1

2

3

4

Left arm out

Left arm up

Left arm out

Left arm down

1

2

3

4

Right arm out

Right arm up

Right arm out

Right arm down

They copy you.

They copy you.
Repeat two or three times. You can vary the tempo if you want to.
1

2

3

4

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

They copy you.
Double the length of this pattern and repeat. Set a steady tempo
now.
They copy you.
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YOU:
THEM:
YOU:
THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:

THEM:
YOU:
THEM:
YOU:
THEM:
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Dum. Tea. Quiche. Tea.
They copy you.
Now without the vowels: Dm. T. Ksh. T.
Dm. T. Ksh. T.
Let’s put this together:
1

2

3

4

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

Dm

2

3

4

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

Dm

T

3

4

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

Dm

T

Ksh

4

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

They copy you.

They copy you.

They copy you.

They copy you.
Dm

T

Ksh

T

Left hand slap
thigh

Right hand click

Single clap

Right hand click

They copy you.
Repeat this ﬁnal stage twice.
They copy you.
Use instruction 1

.

They should continue this rhythmic pulse.

While they continue, say to them (in time with the pulse):
Keep
1
THEM:
YOU:
THEM:

it
2

stea3

dy.
4

Don’t
1

speed
2

up.
3

4

They should continue this rhythmic pulse.
Use instruction 2

to raise the volume level of the group.

They should react to this instruction.

Note: If they don’t react, do the action again whilst
saying, in time with the pulse:

Get1

ting
2

Lou3

der
4

Do the action once more after this, and they should
respond.

YOU:
THEM:

Use instruction 3

.

They should react to this instruction.
Let them continue two more times quietly before using instruction 2
again.
Once the group is loud again, let them carry on twice more.

YOU:

Give the group a count of four and then use instruction 4
them.

Use this code to watch a demonstration
of the introduction and the pop beat.

E N D

O F

to stop
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